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ABSTRACT

This Semiannual Technical Summary covers the period 1 April through
30 September 1983. It describes the significant results of the Lincoln
Laboratory Multi-Dimensional Signal Processing Research Program, spon-
sored by the Rome Air Development Center, in the areas of multiprocessor
architectures for image processing and algorithms for object detection and
region classification in aerial reconnaissance imagery.
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MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SIGNAL RESEARCH PROGRAM

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The Lincoln Laboratory Multi-Dimensional Signal Processing Research Program was
initiated in FY80 as a research effort directed toward the development and understanding of
the theory of digital processing of multi-dimensional signals and its application to real-time
image processing of aerial reconnaissance imagery. Current research projects that support this
long-range goal are image modeling for target detection and multiprocessor architectures to
"implement image processing algorithms.

This Semiannual Technical Summary discusses our work in several areas. In Section 2

9-we presenta discussion of('ourrecent efforts in improving the target detection algorithm
developed in FY82. The improvements lie in modifying the algorithm to detect targets of
size comparable to that of the estimation window.

In Section 3, the use of a systolic array architecture for implementing the target detec-
tion algorithm is discussed. Systolic arrays have great potential for utilizing the available
,irallelism in highly structured computations. A major drawback in some of thes types of
arrays is an inherent lack of flexibility. However, for some multi-dimensional signal process-
ing applications, this lack of flexibility may not be important.

Section 4 contains a description of the custom-designed chip to implement the basic
switching elem.nt for a butterly interprocessor communications network. The custom chip

was fabicatd with NMOS technology us"ig the DARPA •[icon foundry"'iacilities.
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2. TARGET DETECTION

During the current reporting period, we have made several extensions to the linear pre-
dictive target detection algorithm to improve its performance on small- to medium-size
targets and to extend it for detecting boundaries of larger objects. In addition, the algo-
rithm, in slightly modified form, is suitable for segmentation of images of natural terrain by
detecting boundaries between different terrain types.

2.1 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The algorithm differs from the point object detection algorithm developed in FY82 as
follows. Four separate one-dimensional (l-D) predictors are used to predict each point as
shown in Figure 1. The prediction coefficients are independently generated for each direction
using the covariance method of linear prediction. A small estimation window (typically
3 X 3 or 5 X 5 pixels) is used which does not include the test point (see Figure I). The
location of the estimation window is particularly important when the test point lies on a
target border.

The use of four predictors introduces a desirable symmetry property. Further, most
targets, such as tanks and trucks, have outlines which are simply connected and convex. In
this case, the use of four predictors insures that most points on target borders will be pre-
dlctýd with coefficients generated prinmrily from background points. While various methods
for combining the four prediction errors at each point have been tested, the simple
approach of summing the four squared prediction errors yields the best results. The squared
prediction errors are not normalized by the error variances. Such normalization is generally
desirable but my not be feasible when dealing with larger targets. This is because larger

targets nmy have a number of their own pixels appearing in the estimation window and
b~acgtound varian= computations arc corruptW by the presonce of target pixels in the
window.

The decision procs has also been extended in this algorithm to take account of dLci-

sions imcad at neighboring pixes. If this were not done, three problems would arise, First,
.isolated nois pixels in background regioru which sornetimes exhibit high prediction errors
woutd be erroneou•siy classified as target pixels. Secondly, since some points along a target
border may be stais�tically similar to the ncighboring background points, these points would
eroneously be clasifitd as background. Finally, when I-D predictors are used, the transition
from one background region to another is similar to the transition from background to
target. Simple thresholding of the predic.'tion errors would erroneously cause background

9 rgio bountdaries to be ct",usified as target pixels.

The foregoing considerations clearly suggest that the classification of a pixel as target or
baekground should depend not only on the squared prediction error at that point, but also
on tie cuslication of surrounding points. A theoretical framework for the dependence can

4. 3
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be provided by modeling the set of prior probabilities for the pixel classifications as a two-
dimensional Markov process [see Reference 1]. If the prior probability is chosen to depend
on a set of pixels that symmetrically surround the pixel in question, however, a circular
problem arises since a point should not be declared 'target' unless some set of its neighbor-
ing points are also declared 'target'. However, this problem can be resolved in practice by
iterating to a solution. That is, the thresholded prediction error is used to find an initial
classification for the pixels. The pixel classifications are then updated based on the value of
the prediction error and the current classification of the surrounding pixels. This process is
then repeated using the new pixel classifications.

In our application of this method, we have typically chosen the Markov prior probabili-
ties to depend on data in a 3 X 3 pixel window surrounding the given point. Depending on
the threshold, the process converges, producing a consistent target map, after six to twelve
iterations.

Two factors influence the success of the iterative algorithm. First, since targets are
generally convex, a 3 X 3 window centered on any internal target point, or a border point,
usually includes at least four other target points. Secondly, since region borders tend to be

long and thin, a 3 X 3 window centered on a border point rarely includes more than one
or two background points which may have been erroneously classified as 'target'. Thus, if
the center point in the window has initially been declared 'target', the sparsity of target
points in the window almost insures its reclassification as background.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describ-s the results of applying the large-target detection algorithm to
,aerial photographic data. Figure 2 depicts a 512 X< 512 pixel image extracted from an aerial
* xeconissancc photograph. T]le two regions enclos-d by rectangleos are the subimages actu-

ally used for the tests. Both are 128 X 128 pixel regions which were sukamplcd to produce
the 64 X 64 pixel itst images shown in Figures 'a and 5a. Tle red overlays in Figures 3b
and 5b indicate the points declared as 'targets' by the algorithm.

Figures 4 and 6 show the areas of high prediction error and high prediction error var-
tance. In both tests, the threshoided squared errors outline the targets, or vehicles, fairly
well. However, the variance is also extremely high at each target point. Normalinition by
the variance would tend to decrease the ability to detcct these larger targets.

A variant of the target detection algorithm can also be uscd to detect boundaries
between various textures exi.mting in ýmages of natural terrain and thus can be used for
segmenting these images. Ordinary eoge detection algorithmis cannot be used for this purpose
since multiple edge are found within the textures. Figure 7a shows the results of processing
a photograph of trees and field with a Sobel edge detector. Figure 7b shows the result of
applying the linear pr•dictive algorithm. The difference is clearly evident.
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Work is continuing to evaluate the algorithm on additional aerial photographic data and

to improve deficiencies that may be discovered. Further documentation will be provided in a
Master's Thesis by M. D. Richard (M.I.T. 1984), and in a paper to be presented at the
1984 International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing [Reference 2].
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3. SYSTOLIC ARRAY PROCESSOR DESIGN
FOR TARGET DETECTION

During the current reporting period, we have been d&veloping an architecture for a
special-purpose systolic array processor that would implement the object detection algorithm
developed by us in FY82 [References 3,4]. We believe the processor could be implemented
with wafer-scale integration using the Lincoln restructurable VLSI (RVLSI) tuchnology [Ref-
erence 5] and would have throughput sufficient to provide the processing required in the
MIES application (see Table I in Section 3.3.2). Details of the architecture are described in
this section.

3.1 TARGET DETECTION ALGORITHMS

We begin by reviewing the steps in the small object detection algorithm and detail
the mathematical computations involved. Recall that the algorithm employs 2-D linear pre-
diition to adaptively estimate pixel intensity values from a set of neighbors (see Figure 8).
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Estimates for the prediction filter coefficients are made from data in a larger estimation
window centered on the point to be predicted. The image is scanned along columns and
this operation is repeated at each pixel. When the predicted pixel value does not match the
measured pixel value, the corresponding pixel is marked as a possible 'target'.

The computational steps of the algorithm can be summarized as follows. First, a 2-D
covariance matrix is formed from data in the estimation window. Next, a system of Normal
equations is solved to obtain the prediction filter coefficients a and the prediction error var-
iance a2. Finally, the prediction error is computed by applying the filter to the data at the
center of the window and is normalized by u. This normalized prediction error is then
compared to a threshold to perform the target detection. A postfiltering step which has
optionally been applied in the original version of the algorithm has so far not been included
in the design. However, this step would be straightforward to implement as a part of the
processor or as an external operation applied prior to display.

The steps just described can be implemented as a connected set of systolic arrays as
shown in Figure 9. Data enters the lower array and elements of the covariance rratrix are
computed. As these elements are computed, they flow into the next array which begins
computation of the filter coefficients. Finally, the filter coefficients are applied to the delayed
input data to compute the prediction error. Details of the algorithm and array structures are
given in the next two sections.

3.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

In the following, it will be assumed that the linear predictive filter is 2 X 2 pixels and
the estimation window is 8 X 8 pixels in size. These parameter values were found to be
suitable for processing of typical photographs collected by low flying reconnaissance airraft.
The image may be of any size and processing is assumed to proceed along columns.

3.2.1 Covsriance Computation

Computation of the covariance matrix requires data within the estimation window and
in one row above and one column to the left, Some of the required data points aie labeled
in Figure 8. The mean is assumed to be removed from the data prior to the following
operations. This could be done in a separate pass through the image or simultaneously with
computation of the covariance in a method described later. Conceptually, a large matrix S
is formed frori this data and partitioned as shown below.

15
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Xoo xoi Xio X11
XoI X02  X11  X12

Y-07 )W X17  X18
.................. .. . .......... ..............

XIo XII X20 X2 1
"XlI X12  X21  X22* Si (1)

X17 ;18 X27 X28

•........o.................. . ..... ..**.....o......

.... .........................................

X70  X7 i X80  X81

X7 1 X72  X"i X8 2

- 57

S-

X77  X78  X87  X8

Euh iow of S is formed by placini the filter mask at a selected point in the estimation
window (SRy at Xi ad listing the points under the mask from top left to bottom right.The covarla=, inatrix is then computed from

• .:..R =STS

Tý So + SITSI + + *-7 S7 .(2)
The covariance mattx expressed in this form is well suited for computation on a systolic
"array of Simple cells that perform the scaLr operation c - c + a . b. A first array com-
putes the matrix products SiT Si in succmsion. These terms are then fed into another array
. .tt computa a trmning sum of eight terms. In this way, the structure is able to compute
one tatin new covaria , matrix as each rqw of data in the estimation window is scanned.
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3.2.2. Solving for the Filter Coefficients

Once the covariance matrix is computed, the filter coefficients can be obtained by solv-
ing a set of linear equations. These equations, known as the Normal equations, take the
form

0

1 0 (3)
1. =

N 0

a2

where a is the vector of filter coefficients in the order (a3, a2, a,, a0]T, a2 is the theoretical
prediction error variance, and N is a normalizing factor equal to the number of terms in
the estimation window that were summed to compute R (64 in our case). The Normal
equations are usually written with the factor N included in the definition of R, and the
matrix is usually arranged so that the terms in the two vectors of (3) appear in reversed
order. The form (3) is most convenient for our computations, however, because of a relation
that exists between the filter coefficients and a triangular decomposition of the covariance

umtrix [Reference 6]. In particular, since R can always be written as the product of a lower
triangular matrix L with ones on the diagonal, and an upper triangular matrix U, (3) can
be rewritten as

S0 0
.~0" 0

Uj L-1  0 (4)
0 0

No 2  Nu2J
I . (The last equality follows from the fact that L"1 is also lower triangular with ones on its

diagonal.) Thus, if an LU decomposition is performed on the covariance matrix, a set of
• . normazed filte. coefficuta can be found by solving the trianguhar Ham system

. ...... .. (5 )

Vae•'I nOro•u cafifienta are su~fficiant since the desired prediction error is normalizedby o aold the remainiWg factor No can be included in the threshold (see Figure 9). Fortu-

-UAry, systol array configurations exist both for perforating the LU decomposition and for
S solving the trsular linear System (5). Tus the computations, like those needed to com-

Sl ,VUWA R can be plda tbmoz& siple procmzors.
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3.3 SYSTOLIC ARRAYS

3.3.1 Covarlante Matrix Computation

A correlation matrix for the set of data in the estimation window can be computed
on a set of systolic arrays of cells that perform a multiply-accumulate (MAC) function
[References 7,8]. The covariance matrix can then be formed by removing a constant mean
value from each correlation term in a manner to be described later. The set of arrays
needed to compute the correlation matrix is shown in Figure 10. Data enters the sides of
the hexagonally-connected array and is clocked through the cells. Terms of the complete
correlation matrix exit from the top of the linearly-connected arrays. The small boxes
represent unit delay registers where data enters and simply exits on the next clock cycle.
Specific operation of the MAC cells is detailed in Figure I1. The hexagonally connected
array at the left of Figure 10 computes a single matrix product SiTsi. The linear arrays

8b

CC

.' ... . C

c c + a x b c - c a

.w I1. I tuWr-u"eute (MAC) *W&

then compute tde rutnIng sum of eight such products. Data provided to the array can be

tiaught of as beitg produced by a tet of (four) scanning devices that wan along rows of
[the euthntion winidow, Each such device producat one coluni in the matrix Sj. Since pro-
ceasig of tho image involves moving the estimation window along columns, scanning can

proce• continuously from top to bottom of the image (see Figure 3). As a result, data
SCVU. shays Conti.uu4Wy.

Each column of the arrays computes terms along a diagonal of R that is separated by

the cod periSiod T. Correponding terms in the products Si Si and ,I Si., are separated
by 4T. T•e linear arrays operate at the same clock period and provide sums of terams

""saP-•id at evvery fourth term.
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A procedure for removing the mean as the data enters is shown in Figure 12. One row
of data entering the hexagonal array is first passed through a linear array which computes
the sum of its terms. The row sums are fed through another linear array to compute the
sum of terms in the estimation window. This sum is squared, divided by N and subtracted
from the correlation terms exiting the main arrays.

The LU decomposition for solving the Normal equations can also be performed on a
hexagonally connected array. Solution of the resulting triangular system is performed on a
linear array. The configuration is shown in Figure 13. These arrays required two special
cells detailed in Figure 14 and a set of LIFO buffer registers for temporary storage of
terms resulting from the LU decomposition. Details of the array operation are given in
Reference 7. Throughput of these arrays is slower than that of Figure 10 by a factor of 3.
Thus, corresponding adjustments must be made in the clock rates. Alternative systolic array
designs for performing LU decomposition are possible [References 9,10], but they do not
match the architecture and data flow of the rest of the system as well as the configuration
of Figure 13 does.
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The final step in the detection algorithm is to apply the prediction coefficients to the
data in the center of the estimation window to produce the normalized prediction error.
This is done with the simple linear array shown in Figure 15.

3.3.2 Tining and Throughput

Figure 16 shows a time-line of events in twe computation sequence for the target detec-

tion algorithm. Currently, throughput is limited by the array that performs LU decomposi-
tion. Since this array has only 1/3 the throughput of the arrays that compute the covar-
iance, the clock rate for the covariance array has to be slowed from T to 3T. The linear
array of Figure 13 that computes the solution of (5) requires two clock cycles for every
three cycles ef the LU decomposition array. Thus, the overall system should be provided
with a clock with period T/2; this clock rate should be divided by 6 before application to
the arrays of Figures 10 and 12, divided by 2 before application to the hexagonal array in
Figure 14, and the linear array in Figure 15, and divided by 3 before application to the
linear array in Figure 13.

-1e total initial delay for processing of a new column of image data is 154T. There-
after, error residuals are computed at a rate of 121'. The initial delay can be represented as
an 'overhead atc' and is listed as a percentage of the steady-state processing time in
Table I, Table I also gives the throughput of the processor for various sized images com-
put .for T lgps.

TABLE I

Tr+get Dotmtion Algorithm Processing Rates for Various Image Sizes

Overhead ~ Prte"PQ Rate"
- OW Sim

64X64 22 16.7

120 x 128 11 4.6

256 x 266 6 1.2

612X612 3 0.3

1024 x 1024 1 0.08

*O-sWd on T = I pa;s.

23.33 VI•tm~kaitiattto Codratioed

The regular structur- of the arrays and the use of a large number of simple MAC cells
6ihouWd a&low the entire proccsor for target detection to be implemented with current VLSI

ýj 24
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wafer-scale *echnology. These considerations, in fact, led us to choose the present design for
the processor over alterrvatives that use fewer but considerably more complex cells [see, e.g.,
Reference 10].

The target detection processor described here requires 109 MAC cells, two special-
purpose divide cells, buffer storage and delay. We believe these requirements could be met
using the wafer-scale restructurable VLSI technology being developed at Lincoln Laboraitory.
A system for petforning 16-point FFTs at a data rate of 16 MHz on a 3-inch wafer has
already been developed anrd 4e,.ted [Reference 11]. This system employed 128 16-bit MAC
cells similar to those reauireA for the target detection processor. These cells, implemente,"
with 5-jsm two-level metal CMOS technology using bit serial multipliers were able to per-
fo,-m one 16-bit multiply-nnd-accumuLte in one microsecond. Restructurable VLSI allows
working cells within a wafer to be atilized and defective cells to be ignored in forming the
intra-wafer connections that coyl, r.se the processor. The two specialized cells of Figure 13
require 16-bit fixed-point division. However, because o1" their small -iumber, various designs,
such as a non-restoring divider, appear to be suitable for VLSI implementation and would
have the necessary throughput,
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4. SINGLE-CHIP SWITCHING ELEMENT

In the previous Semiannual Technical Summary [Reference I], we discussed the design
of a custom single-chip implementation of the switching element used in a butterfly inter-
connection network. In this section, we shall briefly review the requirements for the network
and describe the switching element which has been fabricated.

4.1 REVIEW OF THE BUTTERFLY INTERCONNECTION NETWORK

A butterfly interconnection network is useful for providing communications between N
processors where N is equal to a power of two. In contrast to a crossbar switching system
whose complexity grows as N2, the butterfly interconnection network has a complexity that
grows only as (N/2)'log2 N. An example of a butterfly interconnection network for N = 16
is shown in Figure 17. The processors connected via the butterfly network are labeled P0
through P15, but for convenience of illustration, the processor outputs are found on the left
side of the figure while the processor inputs are found on the right side of the figure.

Although the butterfly network does not possess the complete connectivity of the cross-
bar switch, it nevertheless supports several important classes of simultaneous communications
between pairs of processors. Our experience has shown that this type of network can sup-
port the communication necessary for the efficient multiprocessor implementation of impor-
tant signal processing operations such as fast Fourier transforms, convolutions, and process-
ing pipelines. For image processing applications, efficient use of a multiprocessor system can
be made in many cases simply by partitioning the image data so tha-t each processor can
work independently on its own subimages with the butterfly network providing any commu-

nications required by the processors working on neighboring subimages.

The butterfly interconnection network, shown in Figure 17, can be used to support up

to 16 parallel communication channels between 16 pairs of processor outputs and inputs. (In
general, a butterfly network can support up to N parallel channels, where N is the number
Sof processors' In addition, it will support a broadcast mode where any single processor

output can transmit nmessages to the inputs of all the processors.

4.2 REVIEW OF THE SWITCHING ELEMENT FUNCTION

Each circle in Figure 17 represents a single butterfly switching element and its asso-

"eiated control logic. Each switching element can be set to one of four external states:
straight, crossed, upper-broadcast, and lower-broadcast, as shown in Figure 18. We have
designed a custom LS -integrated circuit that implements one two-input, two-output switch-
ing element. Each chip is capable of switching two 8-bit-wide data paths as well as the
necessary control signals. These chips can be used to implement butterfly networks of any
*sizc up to and including N 25,. Each chip also has twe capability of acting in 'Slave'
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Figur 18. Four etWm"l out"t of th butterfly swwtohng element.

mode, using the control signals of another chip (its 'master') to determine its external state.
This permits two chips to implement a 16-bit-wide switch, three chips to implement a 24-bit-
wide switch, and so on.

4.3 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SWITCHING ELEMENT CHiP

Figure 19 shows a photograph of the single-chip switching element that was designed
and fabricated. It was designed using the Lincoln Integrated Circuit Language (LICL) on a
VAX 11/780 computer with an AED color display terminal, LICL is a low-level computer-
aided design tool that permits the designer to lay out rectangles in the various layers of the
integrated circuit. The Mead-Conway design rules for NMOS were used and design rule
checkers and a SPICE simulator were applied to the design to verify its operation. The chip
was fabricated using the DARPA 'silicon foundry' facility administered by the Information
Sciences Institute of the University of Southern California. Four-micron linewidths were used
in the fabrication process. The photograph of the chip shows clearly that there is a great
deal of unused silicon in this particular design. The chip complexity was not constrained by
available silicon area but rather by the number of pins available on the package (64 in this
case). Because of this limitation, we chose to implement 8-bit-wide data paths in our switch-
ing element,

Physically, the chip consists of two major elements. The center of the chip contains the

finite-state controller consisting of a programmable logic array (PLA) and a static register.
The second major element, the actual switches, are distributed around the periphery of the
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chip next to the bonding pads. Once the switches have been set by the controller, the sig-
nals being switched travel only very short distances on the chip. Figure 20 shows a close-up
of a 4-pad section of the chip's periphery. Pads 1 and 3 are input pads and are distin-
guished by a lack of pad-driver circuitry from the output pads 2 and 4. The switching func-
tion is embodied in the six inverters and associated pass transilors shown above the four
pads. Depending on the values of two control variables determined by the finite-state con-
troller, pad I is connected to pad 2 and pad 3 is connectei to paQi 4, or ped I is con-
nected to pad 4 and pad 3 is connected to pp'c 2. In addition, the switch can be set to
two broadcast states as indicated in Figure 18. In one state, pad I is cont-cted to both
pads 2 and 4, and in the other state, pad 3 connected to both pads 2 and 4. The switch-
ing function is indicated schematically in Figure 21 with the two control variableE repre..
sented by 'x' and 'y'. For comparison, Figure 22 shows the color layout design for a similar
(not identical) 4-pad switching unit. The colors used are the standard Mead-Conway conven-
tion. Blue represents metal, green represents diffusion, red represents polysilicon, and yellow
represents ion implantation. The widest horizontal blue strip above the pads represents
ground potential and the horizontal blue strip above that represents supply voltage potential
(typically 5 volts). Thus, the six inverters that perform the switching function are seen to
straddle the power and ground buses. The two thin horizontal blue strips above the power
bus carry the two control signals, Yx° and 'y'. Inverters I and 4 are driven by the input
pads I and 3, respectively, inverters 2 and 5 are driven by the control signals and perform
the switching function, and inverters 3 and 6 drive the output pad drivers for pads 2 and
4, respectively. There are ten such 4-pad switching units for switching eight bits ot data plus
a data-strobe signal and a data-acknowledge signal. When used in the slaved configuration,
the latter two switching units could be used to switch parity or error correction bits.

4.4 PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS

The custom chips returned from the DARPA 'silicon foundry' were tested using a chip-
tester and were verified to be logically correct. The finite-state controller worked in all the
appropriate modes. The time to reconfigure the switching element ranged between 100 and
200 nanoseconds. Once the switch was set, data could be pumped through the chip at a
20 MHz rate in point-to-point mode and at a 15-MHz rate in broadcast mode. The chip
uses a 5-volt supply voltage and is TTL-compatible. It drew 60 milliamps and dissipated
300 milliwatts.

A second design was submitted for fabrication in mid-September. The new design
reduced some of the parasitic capacitances to permit even higher signaling rates, and
removed access to some of the test signals so that other system-level communications signals
could be brought out to the pins.

-".
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